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Abstract
Human Computer Interaction is one of the important domain and aspect of
Information Science. HCI is treated as most vital and valuable gradients in Usability
Engineering. HCI and Usability Engineering both are uses for interface designing of
portal and other electronic gadgets. Human Computer Interaction is rapidly uses in
general computers, laptop, mobile, I-Pad, ATM, Information Kiosk and other portal
which are uses by large number of users from several field and segments. Usability
Engineering and HCI are close and related field but out of them, Usability Engineering
is broad field and HCI is treated as just activity and principles for interface designing
and development. This paper is talks about HCI and Usability Engineering which
includes their application and contemporary features. Papers also talks about future
potentials of using such technologies for common people and community, industries.
Keywords: Human Computer Interaction, Information Systems, Usability
Engineering, Usability Experience Design, Community Informatics, Knowledge
Dissemination

Usability Engineering began as a concept during 1980’s and as an important field of
academics with academic programme and specialization from the last decade [09, 12].
Usability Engineering is an important aspect to display information system more clear, up to
date and informative. According to Wikipedia, the term Usability Engineering [in contrast
to interaction design and user experience design] implies more of a focus an assessing and
making recommendations to improve usability than it does on design, through Usability
Engineering may still engage in design to some extent, particularly design of wire frames
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or other prototypes. Information Science is a field information activity which is mainly
deals with Information System Design and development and hence Usability Engineering
and HCI have wonderful potentials in healthy and sophisticated information unit, display
system and overall information infrastructure development. Virtually in today’s age Usability
Engineering are mainly engaged to improve usability of software graphical user interface,
web based interface and voice user interface [13, 18].
Objective
The main aim as well as objective of this conceptual study is includes nut not limited to as
follows

To know basic about Usability Engineering and its basic nature and features;



To learn about the role and importance of contemporary Usability Engineering and
HCI Systems;



To know basic about the advantages of Human Computer Interaction based interface
on conventional information system design and development;



To know basic about the Human Computer Interaction and its wider application to
the community and public access system;



To know basic about the HCI and Usability Engineering based contemporary tools
and system requirement in brief manner.

Figure 1. Depicted Usability Engineering and its basic by schematic Diagram
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HCI and Usability Engineering: Fundamentals and Requirement:Human Computer Interaction is the interdisciplinary field incorporated with computer
science, information science and psychology. Fundamentally Usability Engineering based
HCI is important for design and development of new user interface with better usability and
interaction [15, 19].
A better HCI and Usability Engineering needs so many principles need to follow for better
display and interface building; some of them are—


It is essential that the display legibility should be usable and modern according to
user need;



A better and proper signal and top down processing are very much important;



It is better to remove the simplicity in between the objects or numbers;



There should be proper arrangement of cost of designing as well as time for designing
and development of interface systems;



A menu checklist and similar kind of display may be helpful to the user to number
any objects or interface;

Figure 2. The wider application and utilization of Usability Engineering and HCI



If moving part is essential that is needed the move in a pattern and direction
compatible with the users actual expectation or mental models;



A proper possibilities on access of information across various sources;



It is better and required that the display should look like the variable that is represents.
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Usable Portal: Possibilities and Zone wise application
There are so many areas and places where it is possible to use HCI and Usability Engineering
principles—


Design and development of Food Information System and deals with user’s directly
information delivery from the good looking interface and hence such display unit
may be established as common public places with several Nutritional Information
with picture and if possible with Voice or Audio System[20-23];



Internet is most important aspects in today’s age and hence Government may
establish Public Internet portal for information sharing and various topic and field
and from such internet point one can get his/her needed information. Here huge
possibilities are there design and development of HCI supported interface and web
system design in which one can access information with out any external assistance;



Today Government of many countries are providing equivalent facilities to each and
every one and hence people with disabilities may avail the benefits of voice user
interface for information collection and further user;



In many countries, Right to Information Act enacted and thus Public Information
Display with RTI Information may be provides;



Like Food Information System, General Internet based Information Kiosks, RTI
Kiosks, another important possible area where HCI may be installed is- Agricultural
Information System. In such Information Systems, information may be offer on
Agricultural and allied domain, like market price of any vegetable, corn and so on.
here picture wise price and feature may be prepare inn HCI based interface and even
video of production of vegetable, corn depending upon user internet[24];



Building Community Information Centre is another important possible zone where
HCI may be involved. In such centre pre loaded information on various topic and
field such as Agriculture, Education, Business, Market Price, Tourism, politics and
text and with Video or voice; if needed or possible. Such Community Centre may also
offer mobile based information service for the registered user and here is such mobile
based service interface may also design as per user demand and keep in mind that
the service being offered by the mobile or small devices;



More interactive ATM for banking activities is another important and possible
example in this field. Such ATM may be based on proper Usability Engineering and
with text, audio, video system. In saving and withdrawal ATM designing, HCI and
Usability Engineering principle will be helpful to introduce;



As far as Home is essential, Usability Engineering based machine may be much more
utilizable with interactive TV, Interface design, DVD/VCD player’s interface design,
Computer Interface design, and Laptop/Tablet interface design and so on[21, 24].
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Figure 3. Better experience and satisfaction through HCI

Opportunities and Challenges


Human Computer Interaction is widely using in almost all the interface and hence
mental caliber is also very much essential;



It is very much essential that the device should be very easy to use and simple because
all the communication will be lead by these devices;



ATM, Mobile interface are the most emerging application field of HCI and Usability
Engineering[20];



For designing user interface and computer Icon or Graphical interface;



It is important and valuable for healthy and sophisticated information use through
the better information design based on healthy information architecture;



Modern researcher is in this field designing new design methodologies, experimenting
with new hardware devices;



The activities of Information Science is including Information Transfer Cycle,
Information System building and so on; hence in so many organization and
information foundations, Usability Engineering and HCI principles is possible to use;



The main problem in HCI and Usability Engineering is including unwillingness to
install such facilities, Government staff awareness of such facilities are important [14,
19].
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Conclusion
HCI or Human Computer Interaction is responsible for methodologies and process for
designing interface methods for implementation of interface. The professionals in this field
basically design and develop website, graphical interface interaction. HCI is practiced recently
in the wider community which includes Psychology, Computer Science, and Information
Science and so on. Virtually, it is very much important that, proper implementation of modern
HCI principles during the design of HCI and Usability Engineering [21]. Actually the modern
interface display should be large and display should support the modern graphics as well.
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